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WEEKLY RECAP
June 26, 2017 through July 2, 2017
Uttering and Publishing (Checks)
On June 26th an Officer responded to a Farmington bank branch for a report of a
counterfeit check that was presented to the bank to be cashed. The branch manager
reported that a female suspect in her 20’s presented a generic looking check and an
identification card. The branch manager stated that the suspect appeared very nervous
and eventually departed with an apparent accomplice in a black SUV. The bank later
confirmed through their fraud department that the check was fraudulent. The case has
been turned over to a Detective for further follow up with the suspect(s).
Fleeing / Eluding Police
On June 26th a Sergeant attempted to stop a vehicle in the area of Freedom and
Farmington, but the vehicle continued while the Sergeant followed it with lights/sirens until
it eventually pulled into a driveway on Lark Harbor west of Drake. A male subject exited
the driver’s door and ran into a residence. A short time later the subject emerged from
the residence and admitted that he was just trying to get home so that his work vehicle
would not get impounded, admitting that he does not have a valid license. The subject
was arrested, transported to jail, and case presented to the Oakland County Persecutors
Office who charged the subject with Flee and Elude Police 3rd Degree and DWLS 2nd
Offense.
Malicious Destruction of Property
On June 29th Officers took a report from a Farmington business/property owner regarding
vandalism/spray paint on their building. The Officer photographed the graffiti and while
doing so noted and collected a can of spray paint that was found on the ground near the
building. Upon further inspection of the can, the Officer noted latent fingerprints on the
can. The can was collected and submitted to the laboratory for further processing,
analysis and comparison.
Uttering and Publishing (Checks)
On June 29th FDPS and FHPD Officers responded to a radio report of a female suspect
that attempted to cash a fraudulent check at a Farmington bank branch, fleeing the bank
on eastbound Grand River Ave in a Pontiac Grand Prix. A short time/distance later FHPD
reported that they stopped and detained a subject matching the description. Officers at
the bank determined that the suspect presented their actual Michigan driver’s license
along with the fraudulent check. Officers on the traffic stop confirmed that the subject
that they stopped and detained was, in fact the subject that presented the fraudulent
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check. The subject was arrested, transported to jail and the case presented to the
Oakland County Prosecutors Office.
OWI (High BAC)
On July 1st a Sergeant stopped a vehicle in the area of Grand River Ave and Farmington
after observing driving indicative of an intoxicated driver as well as speeding 52/25
entering the downtown. While talking with the driver the Sergeant observed the driver
had red glassy eyes, slurred speech, and admitted to having a few beers at a local bar,
even admitting that they were feeling the effects of the alcohol. The driver performed field
sobriety evaluations and a PBT that resulted .17(3). The driver was arrested for OWI and
transported to jail where they registered a .20/.21 on the Datamaster.
Total Calls
248

Medical Calls
14

Fire Calls
4

Traffic Stops
100

Crash Reports
5

